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This box is a family activity.  If you 
evidence you have done this, you 
will earn 10 homework credits! Get 
a parent or Guardian to sign off the 
box to show your teacher.

The Gold, Silver and Bronze Enrichment tasks are optional extra 
homework tasks that you can 
complete, should you wish to.  You 
will extend your learning further 
and gain extra homework credits for 
doing these also.

Welcome to your new look homework booklet.  Each half term, your tutor will issue you with one of these in paper form and an electronic version will be sent  via class charts.

The MINIMUM homework you need to complete FOR EACH SUBJECT  is a COREGold, Silver or Bronze task.  If you complete this for each subject, you will avoid a subject detention and you will earn homework credits.  
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The Gold, Silver and Bronze Core 
tasks must be completed, handed 
in and signed off by your teachers 
for Friday 23rd October 2020 (The 
end of the half term!)



• Complete the compulsory core homework tasks to avoid a detention in that 
subject. You may choose one of either the bronze, silver or gold tasks. 
Bronze is the simplest task increasing in challenge to the Gold task.

• Choose the tasks that most interest you. The choice is yours!

• Art, Catering and  DT are taught in  a carousel. Only complete the 
homework for these lessons whilst you are being taught the subject in 
class.

• Art homework is set by the individual teacher. Only complete the core tasks 
set by your teacher i.e. If you are taught by Mr. Cullen, complete ART-NCU 
core tasks only. The teacher will give you a specific deadline for your 
artwork due to the carousel.

• Drama and Music homework is only set ONCE a term and you will have the 
whole term to complete it at your convenience.

• Evidence your completed homework on the note pages at the back of the 
booklet if necessary.

• Hand your work into your teacher when completed, and they will record it 
and award the appropriate credits on Class charts. Your Form tutor will 
check in with you every week in form time to help you manage the 
homework.

• Collect and redeem credits!  Homework credits can be redeemed against 
the whole academy credit rewards system – lots of lovely rewards to earn 
and buy!

If you do not complete the compulsory homework, you will be issued with 
a detention FOR EACH HOMEWORK MISSED (C2-10 mins.) You may be 
expected to complete the homework in that detention or have a 
restorative conversation to explain why you haven’t completed the work.  
If you miss the C2 detention, this will escalate to a C3 Detention with a 
Head of Department (20 mins.) If you miss  the C3 detention, this will lead 
to a C4  detention with an AP (1 hour!)
TOP TIP: Complete the Core tasks in time! If you are unfortunately issued 
with a C2 detention, make sure you attend!
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Write a definition for the following: common noun, 
collective noun, abstract noun, proper noun.

Write four sentences for each type of noun (either 
underline or highlight the noun in the sentence).

Explain what a prefix is. Identify three different prefixes 
and explain what the prefix does to the root word.

Produce a list of words (at least five on each list) that use 
the prefixes you have written about.

Explain what a 'root word' is. Make a list of as many words 
as you can which contain the root words listed below.

Use Cycle Act
Friend Faith Fix

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

English
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Research ONE myth AND ONE legend. Find out about the 
characters, the plots, where they are set and any key 
themes. What are the similarities and differences between 
them?

Choose ONE myth or legend and make notes on the 
characters, the plot (what happens), where and when the 
story is set, and any key themes or ideas.

What is a myth? What is a legend? Explain what the 
difference is between the two.

What key conventions or ideas do 
we as readers expect to find in 
myths and in legends? Why? 
Provide examples from different 
texts. You will need to research a 
few myths and legends in order to 
complete this challenge.

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering
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English

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature



If completed all work set, ask for higher level work again. 
Login to mathswatch.co.uk to find your tasks.

Step 1: login: your school email address Password: 
CPOA123
Step 2: Your maths teacher will tell you what work has 
been set for you.

If completed set work, ask for higher level work from your 
teacher. Login to mathswatch.co.uk to find your tasks.
Step 1: login: your school email 
address Password: CPOA123
Step 2: Your maths teacher will tell you what work 
has been set for you.

Login to mathswatch.co.uk to find your tasks. Complete 
set work.
Step 1: login: your school 
email address Password: CPOA123
Step 2: Your maths teacher will tell you what 
work has been set for you.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Maths
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Personal Information
Username:

______________________

Password:

_____________________

Your teacher will set you 
individual work at the 
right level for you. If you 
want to gain more credits, 
you need to complete that 
and request higher level 
work.

1 CREDIT



Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn extra 
CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

Catering
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Maths

Enter the link below into your search engine to get 
your Gold enrichment challenge/puzzle-1 Step, 2 

Step:
https://nrich.maths.org/7199

Enter the link below into your search engine to get 
your Silver enrichment challenge/puzzle- Make 100:

https://nrich.maths.org/8011

Enter the link below 
into your search engine 
to get your Family 
enrichment task-
Overlaps:
https://nrich.maths.org
/11112

Enter the link below into your search engine to get 
your Bronze enrichment challenge/puzzle-Make 37:

https://nrich.maths.org/7205

1 CREDIT

5 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

FAMILY TASK

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature

10 CREDITS

https://nrich.maths.org/7199
https://nrich.maths.org/8011
https://nrich.maths.org/11112
https://nrich.maths.org/7205


Research a famous scientist and describe what they 
are famous for. 

Describe 5 careers that you would use science in.

Draw a picture to show what you think a scientist 
looks like. 

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Science
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Plan how you would find out whether a hot drink 
cools down quicker if the milk is added at the start 
or end of making it. 

Write a set of instructions detailing how to make a 
hot drink of your choice. Include a list of equipment 
and bullet points to sequence each step.

State the equipment and ingredients needed to 
make a hot drink of your choice. 

React sodium hydrogen 
carbonate (baking soda) 
with vinegar. Describe 
what happens. 

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature
10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering
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Science



Complete the KS2-KS3 Geography Bridging 
Curriculum workbook.
This will be uploaded to Microsoft Teams.

Ask your teacher if you need a printed copy.

Complete the KS2-KS3 Geography Bridging 
Curriculum workbook.
This will be uploaded to Microsoft Teams.

Ask your teacher if you need a printed copy.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Geograph
y
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Complete the KS2-KS3 Geography Bridging Curriculum 
workbook.
This will be uploaded to Microsoft Teams.

Ask your teacher if you need a printed copy.



Identify two physical and two human 
features/landmarks in your local area. Present your 
information in any way you choose.

Identify one physical and one human feature/landmark in 
your local area. Present your information in any way you 
choose.

Draw a fieldsketch of your garden and annotate it to 
describe the features.

Create a map of your 
local area showing your 
family-favourite 
locations.

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature
10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering
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CateringGeograph
y



Produce a family timeline, or a family tree, including one 
significant event in the lives of your great grandparents, 
grandparents, parents/ carers and your own life.

Produce a family timeline, or a family tree, including one 
significant event in the lives of your grandparents, your 
parents/ carers and your own life.

Produce a family timeline, or a family tree, including one 
significant event in your parents’/ carers’ lives and in 
your life.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

History
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Research the burial rites or ceremonies of the Aztecs or 
Incas. Present your findings in any way you choose. You 
could produce; a labelled drawing of the burial, a fact 
file, a model, a video or any other suitable suggestion of 
your own (discuss with your classroom.)

Research the burial site of Sutton Hoo. Present your 
findings in any way you choose. You could produce; a 
labelled drawing of the burial, a fact file, a model, a video 
or any other suitable suggestion of your own (discuss 
with your classroom.)

Research the burial rites or ceremonies of the Ancient 
Egyptians. Present your findings in any way you choose. 
You could produce; a labelled drawing of the burial, a fact 
file, a model, a video or any other suitable suggestion of 
your own (discuss with your classroom.)

Develop your family timeline, 
or family tree, by speaking to 
your wider family members.  
Try to find out what made 
them choose the significant 
event.  Was it something that 
affected them personally: or 
was it an important event 
nationally or internationally?

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

12

History

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature



Learn the core vocabulary given to you by your teacher. 
Make sure you know how to spell them. Write a few 
sentences using this new vocabulary. You will have test in 
class to revise for.
Spend 45 minutes on Linguascope for practice.

Learn the core vocabulary given to you by your teacher. 
Make sure you know how to spell them. Look up 10 
additional words on the same topic. You will have tests in 
class to revise for.
Spend 30 minutes on Linguascope for practice.

Learn the core vocabulary given to you by your teacher. 
Make sure you know how to spell them. You will have 
tests in class to revise for.

Spend 20 minutes on Linguascope for practice.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

MFL
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Linguascope Login Details

Details are the same for 
every student.

username : cliffpark
password: quinze

Try the following to help you 
learn them:
Spell out loud
Make revision cards
Look, Cover, Say, Write, Check
Make a mnemonic
Use scrabble tiles
Get family to test you



Draw what is in your bag and write sentences 
describing the items . Make sure the adjective is in 
the correct place in each sentence

Draw a few things you have in your bag , labelling in 
French.

Draw and colour 2 things in your bag that you need 
for school/ label in French

Dimension: 12cm wide by 8cm

Ask your family 
members to help you 
remember the words 
you need to learn.

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

14

French



Student signature

Parent/Carer signature

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering
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German

Click to add text

Write a paragraph introducing yourself as a fictional 
character. Give personal details such as name, age, 
where you live what you are like and what your 
favourite things are. Use a variety of connectives 
and qualifiers.

Write two to three sentences introducing yourself as 
a fictional character. Give personal details such as 
name, age, where you live. 

Write a paragraph introducing yourself as a fictional 
character. Give personal details such as name, age, 
where you live and what you are like. Use at least 
one linking word

Make a vocabulary 
pairs game to play with 
your family.



Make a leaflet about staying safe online. Your gold guide should 
include:
• how computers can communicate with each other. 
• understanding of personal digital devices and the impacts they 

have on safety, and ways to stay safe. 
• It uses a range of sources to search for information to use in 

guide and selects only relevant information. 
• It identifies sources of information and highlights whether 

they are trustworthy. 
• It shows awareness of audience and purpose. 

Make a leaflet about staying safe online. Your silver guide should include: 
• understanding that computers and the internet may not be reliable 

or safe using more than one source of information. 
• 2 or more services (such as WWW) that the Internet offers and how 

they can be used to share and collaborate, and problems this can 
cause. 

• a basic understanding of computers and mobile devices and how this 
affects safety. 

• It explains how computers can communicate with each other. 
• It shows understanding of personal digital devices and the impacts 

they have on safety, and ways to stay safe.
• The guide uses a range of sources  for relevant information. 

Make a leaflet about staying safe online. Your guide 
should identify the different services the Internet offers 
and examples of how computers affect safety. The 
internet should be used to find information. 

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Computing
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Attend computer club.

Write a program in Scratch.

Practice your typing speed with this cool website 
(this includes awesome typing games!) for at lest 10 
minutes a week. Search www.sens-lang.org and click 
on the Games link.

Have a family meeting to talk 
about how you use computers at 
home. Find out about any 
computer equipment you have 
at home as a family. How is it set 
up? How fast is it? Is it safe and 
secure? Are you all safe online? 
Email your teacher with a 
sentence explaining any 
answers.

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

17

CateringComputing

http://www.sens-lang.org/


Write 2 paragraphs that review your performance in one 
of the sporting activities you have taken part in this half 
term. Describe your strengths in that activity and areas 
that you need to improve on to continue to develop your 
performance in that sport. In your writing, apply at least 3 
key areas of skill-related fitness that you have used in that 
sporting activity and why were they important to your 
performance.

Write a paragraph that describes your strengths in one of 
the sporting activities you have taken part in this half 
term. In your writing, apply at least 1 key area of skill-
related fitness that you have used in that sporting activity 
and why it was important to your performance.

Write a list of things you have done well at in your PE lesson 
so far this half term. Try and give a reason why you think 
you did well at these things.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

P.E.
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Attend 2 sports clubs after or before school - bring 
at least 2 new people with you.

Attend a sports club after or before school.

Get involved in the community challenge sporting 
activity - which can also gain valuable points for 
your community.

Play a sporting activity, 
outside with at least 2 
members of your 
family. (use photos to 
evidence)

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature
10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

19

P.E.



Write a short piece on your hopes for high school. How 
do you think you will change? What are your dreams and 
ambitions for your future? Where do you aim to be in 5 
years and 10 years time? Place the thoughts you have 
written down in your capsule.

Place additional items in your capsule that you think tell 
us something about the time and era you are starting 
high school in. For example, the fashions, the popular 
music or films of the day. You could consider the big news 
stories or events of your first weeks at high school.

Create an "All about me capsule." You will need a shoe 
box or equivalent with your name and form on it. Inside 
place a few items that tell us about you, feel free to 
decorate the box to further show off your personality. 
Your C.C. teacher will tell you when the capsule needs to 
be ready for class, as it will be used as an activity to help 
you learn about your new friends and help your teacher 
get to know you also. After class, try to keep your capsule 
safe so you can look back at the end of high school to see 
how you've changed! The "All about me capsule" will 
also become a "Time capsule."

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

C.C.
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As Silver, get someone at home to ask you the questions 
you have created and make a note of your responses. 
Prove you have what it takes to get your dream job! Get 
your interviewer to write a reference giving evidence 
about why you have the qualities for the role. 

As Bronze, but write a list of at least 5 questions you 
would ask someone interviewing for your dream job. 
Think about what you have learned about the qualities 
and skills needed for the role. How would you find this 
out about someone in a job interview.

Research your dream job: What qualifications do you 
need? What's the salary like? What qualities make people 
good at that job? Include a plan of how you are going to 
achieve this dream!

Ask as many family 
members as possible what 
they remember of their time 
starting high school. What 
are they most proud of? Do 
they have any regrets? What 
would they tell their 11-
year-old selves? Bring in 
some evidence of their 
responses.

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

21

C.C.

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature



Complete Bronze and Silver tasks then:
Interview a former student or teacher of the 
school/academy. Put together a range of ten interesting 
questions to ask the person and write down their 
responses. Then discuss your findings: what similarities 
and differences did you find and what conclusions did you 
gain from the interview?

Complete Bronze task then:
On A4 paper redesign one of the following Academy 
areas: badge, logo, tie, building, uniform, academy 
entrance, bike sheds, diner etc. Draw the image as it is 
now and then your redesigned image in full colour. Explain 
your new idea and why you feel the change is necessary.

On A4 paper produce a poster advertising the Academy. 
Include the title ‘Cliff Park Ormiston Academy’ and 
decorate with pictures and drawings of the Academy. Use 
any art material. The poster must be eye catching and 
colourful.

Select ONE of these core tasks AND make a competition 
entry to complete as your homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Art-NCU
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Produce a card design from the following: Christmas card, 
Easter card or Birthday card. The card must be A5 in size, 
use any art material as long as it is not raised, be creative!

The best cards from each category will win a prize in July 
chosen by the Principal. Good luck!

COMPETITION



Artist Art Project: Complete Bronze and silver tasks then: 
3. Compare your chosen artist’s artwork to another artist who 
works in a similar art material. For example, compare painter 
Julian Opie’s artwork to Any Warhol, or sculpture artist Henry 
Moore to Niki De Saint Phalle. On A4 paper stick down one 
picture from each artist and write down at least five 
similarities and five differences. Then explain which 
artist/artwork you prefer and why.

Artist Art Project: Complete Bronze task then:
2. On A4 paper research your chosen artist (Julian Opie or 
Henry Moore in more detail). Find out more about their 
life, art style and artwork. Produce a page which includes 
five interesting points about their life, five art style points, 
a picture of their artwork and a drawing of their artwork.

Artist Art Project 
1. On A4 paper produce a poster advertising an artist, 
choose from Julian Opie or Henry Moore. In the poster 
include the name of the artist ‘Julian Opie or Henry 
Moore’ and decorate with pictures and drawings of the 
artist’s work. Use any art material. The poster must be eye 
catching and colourful. 

Select ONE of these core tasks AND make a competition 
entry to complete as your homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Art-ALA
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Produce a Norfolk Farming picture design based on 
farming landscapes (fields), machinery (tractors), animals 
(cows/pigs) or produce (carrots/potatoes). The picture 
card must be A4 in size, use any art material as long as it is 
not raised, be creative and it must be eye-catching from a 
distance. The best artwork will be entered into the Royal 
Norfolk Agricultural Association competition. Good luck!

COMPETITION



Research: Favourite Artist/artwork
1. Draw a picture by your favourite artist in any art material.
2. Research this artist. Find out about their life, art style and 
collect some pictures of their work.
3. Produce your own work in the style of your favourite artist.

Research: Favourite Artist/artwork
1. Draw a picture by your favourite artist in any art 
material.
2. Research this artist. Find out about their life, art style 
and collect some pictures of their work.

Research: Favourite Artist/artwork
1. Draw a picture by your favourite artist in any art 
material.

Visit an art gallery. Each family 
member must make a 15-minute 
sketch of their favourite piece of 
artwork and then explain in 50 
words why they like it and how 
it makes them feel. Try to use art 
works like: Line, form, pattern, 
tone, space, colour, texture and 
shape.

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

24

Art

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature



Using a paper plate, design your own ‘Eat Well Guide’. Try 
to be creative in your design, demonstrating the correct 
portion sizes of each food group. On the reverse, identify 
3 other key pieces of information shown on the 
government’s ‘Eat Well Guide.’

Complete the gapped handout, identifying the key stages 
of the dish preparation method and equipment needed to 
successfully prepare your dish.

Organise your ingredients for your practical lessons. You 
must accurately measure and weigh out the ingredients 
for use in class.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Catering
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Try a new recipe by yourself demonstrating any of 
the new skills you have learnt this term. Photograph 
the making stages and the final presentation 
(Remember to add garnish or decoration).

Make one of our dishes again at home, 
independently. Photograph it to evidence you have 
done it.

Adapt one of the recipes you have made this term 
using a healthier ingredient. Take a photograph to 
showcase your skills.

Plan and cook a meal 
together. Share the 
food preparation, 
laying the table and 
clean up (using photos 
to evidence).

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature

10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

26

Catering



Which materials are replacing steel and what are 
the advantages and disadvantages of these new 
materials compared with the steel they replace?

Explain how different types of steel can be used for 
different applications. Eg. cutlery is made from a 
different type of steel to bridges and high-rise 
buildings. How many different types can you 
discover and what are their uses?

How is steel made? Investigate the process of making 
steel from mining the ore to casting and rolling the steel 
into sheets and bars. What are the main stages? Where 
do the stages of production occur? Include photos in 
your work to illustrate your findings. This should be one 
side of A4. Font 12-14.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this half term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

DT
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Investigate SMART materials and explain how each 
works. Include pictures and photos to illustrate.

Name a material discovered or invented in the 20th 
Century and explain how it's discovery or invention 
changed the World.

Investigate the different sectors of Engineering. How 
many different sectors can you find and can you 
name a product from each?

Take a photo of an 
engineering place or piece 
of machinery or an example 
of engineering you spot 
when you're out for the 
day. Place it on an A4 side 
of paper and explain what it 
is and what it does?

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature
10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering
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DT



Research the Drama practitioner Konstanstin Stanislavski 
and create a 10-question quiz. The questions in the quiz 
must relate to his theories and techniques he created. 
You should think of a creative way of displaying the quiz
and have the answers so it is ready to play!

Create a collage about Konstanstin Stanislavski. The 
collage must feature a glossary of his key terms and some
images of his most famous pieces of work.

Draw a timeline which includes all the key pieces of 
information related to the Drama practitioner Konstanstin
Stanislavski.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Drama
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Attend a Drama workshop or Theatre Club outside of 
school. Details of places you could join are available from 
Mr Howard. Evidence this by asking the adult who runs 
the club to write a short supporting statement of what
you have done.

Attend a Drama after school enrichment activity and ask 
Mr Howard to sign the booklet at the end

Practice the techniques you have been studying at school, 
at home to refine your technique.

Teach some of the 
techniques you have 
learnt in lessons to  
somebody at home (use
photos to evidence or ask 
the person to write a few 
sentences about what 
you have taught them.

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature
10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering
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Drama



Compare and analyse 2 different songs, identifying 
similarities and differences.

Analyse (look at in detail) 2 different songs using 
the following specialist language; dynamics, pitch, 
tempo, instrumentation duration.

Listen to songs from at least 2 different styles.

Select ONE of these core tasks to complete as your 
homework for this term.

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Music

31



Attend a Music club outside of school. Details of 
places you could join are available from Mrs 
Howard. Evidence
this by asking the adult who runs the club to write a 
short supporting statement of what you have done.

Attend a music club at CPOA for a minimum of 4 
weeks.

Practice an instrument for at least 20 minutes a day 
every day for 4 weeks.

Write and perform a 
song with someone
at home.

Student signature

Parent/Carer signature
10 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

5 CREDITS

Complete these optional enrichment tasks to earn 
extra CREDITS and extend your learning!

ENRICHMENT

FAMILY TASK

Catering

32

Music














